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Abstract: In this article, we consider the design of a controller family that 
given a second-order continuous-time linear plant controlled at a varying 
rate, asymptotically stabilizes the closed loop and provides a good per-
formance. Rate adaptation of control task execution is increasingly used 
in order to optimize allocation and throughput of shared resources in em-
bedded systems. 
The LQ technique, tipically used to adapt the controller parameters to rate 
variation, is compared with a Lie-algebraic method [7] which guarantees 
the existence of a common Lyapunov function for the varying-time sys-
tem. The use of a performance index as a function of the rate, derived 
from the discrete Lyapunov function and related with closed-loop eigen-
values, simplifies the evaluation of the cost associated with each rate.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In embedded systems, an important amount of information is exchanged between the system 
nodes (sensors, controllers, actuators) through the common and limited resource, causing that 
the real-time deadlines of control tasks may be violated due to execution delays, which can lead 
to performance degradation or even instability of a control system. 
In order to guarantee that the instances of a control task are correctly executed (completing 
their execution before its respective deadline), different resource management strategies have 
been proposed in several papers. 
One strategy adjusts tasks periods at run time [5], [4], [9], and another one uses a dropout pol-
icy called (m,k)-firm [10] [12], which means that if only m out of any k consecutive task in-
stances can be schedulable, then only m instances are executed and the other (k-m) instances are 
rejected. 
But, as the control performance under this variable instance’s execution time can suffer a very 
important degradation, an useful solution is the adaptation of control law parameters to these 
variations. 
To address this problem, [5], [4], [9] have proposed the use of optimal design of state-feedback 
linear quadratic controllers (LQ) to adapt control law parameters. But, as shown in [15], control 
systems designed with this optimal-LQ technique, may suffer from instability under certain 
switching sequences.   
As a given control system undergoing rate variation can be thought of as a concatenation of 
systems in time, it can be modeled as a Discrete-Time Switched System (DTSS). A review of 
available results to study asymptotic stability of switched systems was presented in [11]. In 
particular, it was established that if a family of systems that constitutes a DTSS has a Common 
Lyapunov Function (CLF), then, asymptotic stability is guaranteed for any switching sequence 
In consequence, in [6] [3], the LQ design have been complemented with “a-posteriori” search 
of a common Lyapunov function, in order to guarantee stability. The problem with this tech-
nique is that it not gives information about how to re-design the LQ controller in the case that a 
CLF does not exist for the original LQ design. 
Another proposition to solve this design problem have been approached in [14] adopting a LMI 
framework to synthesize optimal controllers that guarantee closed-loop stability under any sam-
pling sequence, once again searching a CLF. In spite of Sala solves the problem with a unique 
common controller, his result can be extended to find a family of adaptative controllers. 
In [7] a Lie-algebraic approach was proposed to solve the problem of adaptation of control 
laws. Specifically, we propose to choose the controller parameters in order for the Lie algebra 
generated by the closed-loop matrices (each matrix is associated with a different rate) to be 
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solvable. The solvability of the Lie algebra generated by a family of stable matrices, is a suffi-
cient condition for the asymptotic stability of the discrete-time switching system represented by 
them, because it guarantees the existence of a CLF for the family. In the case of second order 
linear systems, we obtained an exact and analytical solution to controller adaptation, used in 
this article.  
Then, the goal of the resource management strategy is to maximizes control performance within 
the available resources, so it implies to satisfy both, the highest level of the overall control per-
formance and the control task schedulability (solved by rate variation). Therefore, it requires to 
define the relation between each control task period and control performance. In [4], the LQ 
cost was defined as the perfomance index (because controllers are designed with LQ technique) 
which is calculated using the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation S(h) over an horizon of 
time and in [3] it was extended this idea to the evaluation of an exact Lyapunov matrix. Both 
matrices takes the intersample behavior into account.  But, as we analyse in section 2, the as-
sumption that each cost function is a function monotonically increasing of the control task pe-
riod is not general, it depends on the selected time-horizon.  
In section 3, we propose to use a quadratic cost which considers the common Lyapunov quad-
ratic function, that in the case of Lie-algebraic designed control can be simplified to the evalua-
tion of products of spectral radius of closed-loop matrices involved in the sequences. 
2. PROBLEMS WITH LQ DESIGN. 
As already pointed-out, a system controlled by the control laws adapted to execution tasks 
variation, can suffer from instability when the problem design was solved with the LQ ap-
proach. But, supposing this stabiliy problem has been solved by the verification of the existence 
of a CLF for the DTSS, the use of LQ cost to adjust the rate cand depend on the time horizon.  
The objective of the LQ control design is to minimize a continuous-time cost function see [1], 
over a time horizon (H). Disregarding noise, this cost function can be replace by a sampled cost 
function as follow 
( ) ( )( )
1
' ' '
0 2
1
, 2*
N
T T T
k k k k k k k k N N
k
J N seq x Q M L L R L x x Qx
−
=
= + + +∑     (1) 
where N=Tbs/h is assumed to be an integer and the matrices  
( )'
0
( )
kh TAt At
kQ e t Qe dt= ∫ , ( )' 0 ( )
kh TAt
kM e Q t dt= Γ∫  ( )' 0 ( ) ( )
kh T
kR t Q t R dt= Γ Γ +∫  (2) 
take the intersample behavior into account, and being Q and R are the design parameters. 
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The first term of equation (1) represents the exact energy used to go from initial condition x0, 
following a given sequence seq, to the final state value xN (at time H). The second term takes 
into account this final value.  
For any sequence, equation (1) represents a sum as 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
' ' ' ' ' '
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
' ' '
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
, 2* 2*
2* ..
T T T T
T T T
N N
J N seq x Q M L L R L x x Q M L L R L x
x Q M L L R L x x Qx
= + + + + + +
+ + + +
  (3) 
If optimal control is used, the optimal cost would be 
( ) ( )0 0, T NJ N seq x S seq x=        (4) 
where SN(seq) is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation (calculated iteratively) for a 
given sequence. 
In the seminal paper [5] an infinite horizon (H=∞) was used to solve the design of LQ control-
lers (they considered also the noise influence). But, as the management strategy must to adjust 
the task periods, and consequently the controller parameters, as soon as a change in the re-
source utilization is detected, then it is more appropiate to solve the optimization problem over 
a finite time horizon. I.e. to find ( )1,..
1
min , ,
n
h hn j j
j
J x hj H
=
∑ where H is a finite number (5) 
In some articles [4] [9] it was proposed that the time horizon H is equal to the sampling time of 
the management strategy Tbs executed by the “task scheduler”. But in this case, there is a trade-
off between an adequate control of the ressource utilization and the “introduced overhead” due 
to the management strategy evaluation. Other approach considers an event-based execution of 
the management strategy (it only reacts when some utilization measure changes) [6].     
The assumption considered in several articles is that the number Tbs/hj into equation (5) is in-
teger for all the plants j=1.. n, but, of course, it is not always true. So, if we do not take into 
account the real relation between control task and scheduler periods, a “sub-optimal” can be 
obtained.  
In [5], [9], [4] and [14] it was considered that cost functions can be described as exponential, 
linear or quadratic functions of hj. This approximation yields explicit solutions for task fre-
quency assignment, by applying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. However, as tipically the cost 
function can not be aproximated by this kind of functions, in [3] it was proposed to calculate 
off-line the controller parameters and the factor S(hj) for each plant and to store these matrices 
into a table to be used by the optimization routine. But, the use of this technique requires that 
each cost function (4) will be monotonically increasing in h. And as we show in next subsection 
it is not necesarilly true in the case of S(hj). In [3], the cost functions are convex functions of 
the control period because they are evaluated for a particular common initial condition. 
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STBS(h) used in the cost function 
Given two sampling periods h1 and h5=5*h1, and the system described by  
0
00 1
0 0
A B
b
⎛ ⎞⎡ ⎤
= = ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠
  
where b0 =128. 
Q=diag(1250, 250) and R=106 and the nominal period is 0.1s. 
To compare both performances, we chose a time horizon Tbs=5*h1 (equal maximum sampling 
period). 
The exact finite horizon cost is calculated using equation (3)  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
' ' ' ' ' '
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
' ' '
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 0
1
1... *...* * * *.
*...* * * *..
,
. *
.*
.
TT T T CL T CL
T T TT CL CL CL
T T TT CL CL CL CL CL CL
N
T CL CL CL
N N N N N N N
N
N
J N se x Q M L L R L x x Q M L L R L x
x Q M L L R L x
q
x Q x
−
− −
−
+ + + Φ= + + Φ +
+ Φ Φ Φ + + Φ Φ Φ
Φ Φ+ Φ Φ Φ Φ
     (6) 
For the period h1 (Tbs=5*h1 then N=5) then 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
' ' ' ' ' '
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
4 4' ' '
0 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 1
5 5
0 1 1 00 0 0
.., 1
1
TT T T CL T CL
T
T CL
T
T CL CL
s
C
b
T L T
T
x Q M L L R L x x Q M L L R L x
x Q M L L R
J Tbs h
x S h xxL x Q x
+ + + Φ + + Φ +
+ Φ Φ =+ +
=
ΦΦ +
(7) 
and for the period h5 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )' ' '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 5 05 0, 5 5T T T
TT CL CL
Tbsx Q M L L R L xJ Tbs h x S hQ x xx+ += =+ Φ Φ     (8) 
Then, if we would like to compare the cost for these two different sequences, from the same 
initial condition, we must calculate the difference between costs (7) and (8) 
( ) ( ), 1 , 5J Tbs h J Tbs h− = ( ) ( )( )0 01 5T Tbs Tbsx S h S h x−     (9) 
In order to find the best sequence (in the sense of lower cost) over the horizon Tbs, we must 
analyze if the matrix ( ) ( )1 5Tbs TbsS h S h−  is positive or negative definite.   
In this example this matrix ( ) ( ) -1760.1 -992.71 5 -658.5 -362.1Tbs TbsS h S h
⎡ ⎤− = ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 is an indefinite matrix. 
Therefore, there are some initial conditions were  ( ), 1J Tbs h  > ( ), 5J Tbs h  and another ones 
were ( ), 1J Tbs h  < ( ), 5J Tbs h . 
Let be the initial condition x0= [x01 x02]’, if {-.58869 x02 < x01< -.349493 x02}, the cost for h5 is 
lower than the cost for h1 as we can see in the figure 1.  I.e., the cost function (4) is not mono-
tonically increasing in h.  
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But, if we evaluate both cost functions when Tbs=∞, then  
( ) ( )1066.4 349.2080 1003.88 291.1395 1
281.516 246.20378 264.047 222.10
S h S h∞ ∞
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
= > =⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
 
It means that, considering an infinite horizon, the cost function for h5 gives an upper value than 
the calculated for h1, for all initial conditions. In consequence, this cost is a function of the se-
lected time horizon Tbs. 
 
 
Figure 1: ( ), 5J Tbs h - ( ), 1J Tbs h  as functions of initial conditions. 
In figure 2 we show the evolution of cost functions, starting from the same initial condition, 
and applying three sequences.   
Seq1   h1-h1-h1-h1-h1, h1-h1-h1-h1-h1, h1-h1-h1-h1-h1, h1-h1-h1-h1-h1 
Seq2,  h5                      ,              h5        ,            h5          ,    h5  
Seq3,  h5                      , h1-h1-h1-h1-h1, h1-h1-h1-h1-h1, h1-h1-h1-h1-h1  
           0                   Tbs,                  2Tbs,                 3Tbs,                  4Tbs 
 
Using equation (9), and for the initial condition [-0.57 1] T, we verify that ( ), 5J Tbs h < 
( ), 1J Tbs h . If the lowest cost selection routine is used, the task period selected will be h5 (best 
sequence is given by ( )5 5 0CLx x= Φ ).  
INRIA Research Report model6753  7 
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From time Tbs to time 2Tbs, the cost is lower for period h1 than for h5, 
( )2 , 1J Tbs Tbs h− < ( )2 , 5J Tbs Tbs h− , then the task period selected by the routine will be h1.  
A similar result results for the interval of time [2Tbs, 3Tbs]. I.e., until 3Tbs, the sequence that 
gives lowest cost is ( )510 1 5CLx x= Φ . 
The same result remains from 3Tbs to the infinite. Then, the cost associated with the task pe-
riod h1 corresponds to the sequence ( )515 1 10CLx x= Φ .  
Using the previous statements, the sequence that gives the lowest cost should be  
( ) ( ) ( )5 515 1 1 5 0CL CL CLx x= Φ Φ Φ  . But, as we can see in figure 2, it is not true, because the mini-
mum cost is obtained for sequence ( ) ( ) ( )5 5 515 1 1 1 0CL CL CLx x= Φ Φ Φ . In consequence, if the cost 
function proposed in [3] is used by the routine, a suboptimal result, according with an inade-
quate task period selection, will be obtained.      
 
Figure 2: Cost evolution of three sequences as function of time. 
Then, we remark that the use of LQ design can give a “non-optimal” performance solution even 
when it is its main goal, due to the cost criterion depends on the horizon time used. An optimal 
solution can be obtained if we recalculate the controller parameters associated with each period 
and for each particular initial condition, i.e. as function of x(k*Tbs), but solving this problem 
on-line is very time consuming. 
In section 3, we consider a Lie- Algebra design for second order systems, taken from [7], and 
we define a discrete cost function that, using the common Lyapunov function, simplifies the 
performance analysis via the evaluation of an exponential stability term.  
 
3. CO-DESIGN: STABLE AND ADAPTATIVE CONTROL LAWS UNDER RATE VARY-
ING 
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To support changes in the ressource utilisation (changes in the task computation time, activa-
tion/non activation of tasks), two strategies have been proposed: a) the variation of the task 
period or b) the execution of only m of k consecutives instances (m,k-pattern).  
In both cases the control law is updated in a varying time, and then it can be thought of as a 
sampling period variation. Therefore, the controlled plant can be thought of as a concatenation 
of systems in time, and it can be modeled as a Discrete-Time Switched System (DTSS).  
Here, we resume the results presented in [7] and [8] to solve the second order control law adap-
tation problem. According with this control design we evaluate the cost function, to measure 
the control performance, by using the CQLF and the ellipsoid norm. 
3.1 DTSS model and Stabilization Problem 
The discretization with a sampling time hn= ti+1 – ti of the open-loop continuous-time plant de-
scribed by the linear model    
x A x B u
y C x D u
= +
= +            (10) 
yields the discrete-time linear system  
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1i n i n i
i d n i d n i
x h x h u
y C h x D h u
+ = Φ + Γ
= +
 ,                     (11) 
where nx ∈ ℜ  is the vector state, mu ∈ ℜ is the input and py ∈ ℜ is the system out-
put, where ui = u(ti), xi=x(ti), and yi = y(ti).  
Matrices in (11) are given in (12), if a zero-order hold is considered. 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
0
n
n
Ah
n n d n
h As
n n d n
h e C h C
h e B ds D h D
Φ = Φ = =
Γ = Γ = =∫
       (12) 
A Closed-Loop Discrete-Time System results from the interconnection of the sampled plant 
with the linear discrete time dynamic controller. Particularly, for a static state feedback control-
ler ui=Ln xi, the closed-loop matrix of equation is  
( )1 CLi n i n i n n n i n ix x u L x x+ = Φ + Γ = Φ + Γ = Φ       (13) 
Considering we have a finite number of sampling periods {hn,  n=1,..,k}, then it constitutes a 
family describing the open-loop systems (21), and the problem to be solved is to find a family 
of controllers (Ln ; n=1,..,k) such that the DTSS closed-loop system (23) is asymptotically sta-
ble.  
3.2 Adaptative Lie-Algebra Controller Design  
INRIA Research Report model6753  9 
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As we already pointed-out, we propose to use the results presented in [7] to choose the control-
ler parameters (Ln ; n=1,..,k) in order for the Lie algebra generated by the family of closed-loop 
DTSS -matrices  
M={ CLnΦ , n=1,..,k}           (14) 
to be solvable.   
The solvability of the Lie Algebra generated by the DTSS matrices family guarantees the exis-
tence of a Common Quadratic Lyapunov Function CQLF [2] (it was established that if a family 
of systems that constitutes a switched system has a CQLF, then, asymptotic stability is guaran-
teed for any switching sequence). 
 
For second-order systems, the following solution has been found:  
Let be the family M = {M1, M2}, where the matrices are 
M1= 1 2
3 4
n n
n n
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 and M2= 1 2
3 4
e e
e e
⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
       (15) 
If we can select the values of e1 and e2 in order that  
e2=n2 e3 /n3 and e1 = - n4 e3+e3 n1+e4 /n3       (16) 
then, the Lie-algebra generated by the family M is solvable. The matrices are pairwise commu-
tative (abelian case) ([M1, M2]=0) [6]. 
If we set the parameters as in (16) for each new matrix Mi+2 added to this family (each new 
matrix is designed using (16) respect to M1 and commutes with M1 and M2), then the augmented 
family M = {M1, M2, M3, M4..} generates a solvable Lie-algebra. 
By using that, for second-order systems with one input, and a state-feedback controller, we can 
calculate the “exact” explicit solution to adapt the controller parameters of family (14) as fol-
low:  
Let be hr=r*h,  the adaptative control law parameters are ,1 ,2r r rL l l⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦  where 
(
)
1 1 1 1 1
,1 1,2 2,1 2 1 1,2 2,1 1 2 1,1 2,1 1 1 1,1 2,2 1 2 1,1 1,2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1,2 2,1 2 1,1 2,1 1 2,1 2,2 1 2,1 1,2 2 1,1 1,1 1 2 1,1 2,1 1
1 1
2,1 2,2 1 1,1 1 2/
r r r r r r r r r r
r
r r r r r r r r r r r r
r r r r
l l a b b l a b b l a b b l a b b l a b b
a a b a a b a a b a a b l a b b a a b
a a b a b b
= − − + − − +
− − − + + +
+ − +(
)
1 1 1 1
1,2 2 1 2 1,1 2 1 1 1,2 1 2 2 1,1 1 1 2
1 1 1
1,2 2 2 2,2 1 2 2,1 1 1
r r r r r r r r
r r r r r r
l b b b l b b b l b b b l b b b
a b b a b b a b b
+ − −
− + +
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(
)
1 1 1 1 1 1
,2 1,1 1,2 1 2 1,2 2,1 1 1 1,1 1,2 2 1 1,2 2,1 1 1,2 1,2 2 2 1,2 2,2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
2,2 1,2 2 1,2 2,2 2 1 1,2 1,1 2 2,1 1,2 1 1,1 1,2 2 1,2 1,1 2 1
1
1,1 1 2
/
r r r r r r r r r r r r
r
r r r r r r r r r r r r
r r
l l a b b l a b b l a b b a a b l a b b a a b
a a b l a b b a a b a a b a a b l a b b
a b b l
= − − − − + −
+ − + + − +
− +(
)
1 1 1 1
1,2 2 1 2 1,1 2 1 1 1,2 1 2 2 1,1 1 1 2
1 1 1
1,2 2 2 2,2 1 2 2,1 1 1
r r r r r r r r
r r r r r r
b b b l b b b l b b b l b b b
a b b a b b a b b
+ − −
− + +
  (17) 
and the parameters l1,1 and l1,2 are designed for the nominal sampling time h, ( 1 1,1 1,2L l l⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ ).  
3.3 Definition of the sequence 
For the task periods adjustement technique, a nominal sampling period h is changed by a period 
hi (for a finite number of i), then, over an horizon of time H, we must to satisfy  
1
0
N
j
j
t
−
=
∑ =H where N= /H h⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ , and  tj= hi for all j=0,1..N-2 and tN-1=H-N* hi  (18) 
If we replace tj by fj,1*h then  
1
,
0
N
j l
j
f h
−
=
∑ =H, then f0,1= f1,1=…= fN-2,1=hi/h and fN-1,1=H/h-N    (19) 
The number fj,1 is a real and positive number and the index l is equal 1 because there are only 
one solution, as uniformly as possible (required in this case), which satisfies the constraint (19).  
 
For the (m,k)-firm approach, the number fj,l is defined as the number of consecutive rejected 
task instances plus one, it means the difference between two consecutive control law updates. 
Then, inside a H=k*h interval of time  
1
,
0
m
j l
j
f h
−
=
∑ =H          (20) 
is valid.  
In this case, the number fj,l is an integer, varying in the set [1,..k]. Different solutions identified 
by l can be found for a m value.  
 
Without loss of generality, we can set N=m in (19).  
Then, for a l solution which belongs to the space solution of problems (19) or (20), there are a 
sequence {f0,l , f1,l ,…, fm-1,l} such that the evolution matrix is  
( ) 1 ,
1 1
, 1 ,
0 0
m j l
m m
CLCL
m l m j l f
j j
f
− −
− −
− −
= =
Θ = Φ = Φ∏ ∏        (21) 
In (m,k)-pattern case, for each value of m, there are S(m)= (k-1)!/((m-1)!*(k-m)!) different so-
lutions.  
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In [12], the instance (m,k)-pattern is chosen as uniformly as possible. Then, for each m, only 
one solution is considered, and also fj,1 only can be an integer value. In the example of section 4 
we prove that that uniform pattern gives the optimal solution in terms of control system per-
formance.   
 
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: COMMON QUADRATIC LYAPUNOV FUNCTION 
AND COST FUNCTION 
4.1 Common Quadratic Lyapunov Function for Second Order Systems 
A matrix Lie algebra g is solvable if and only if there exists a non singular matrix T such that 
iM =T
-1 Mi T is upper triangular for all Mi ∈ M. In consequence, all the matrices in the set that 
generates a solvable algebra can be put simultaneously into upper-triangular form and they 
share at least one eigenvector.  
Even more, for the second-order abelian case, all the matrices have the same eigenvectors, and 
then they can be put simultaneously into diagonal form iM  (a particular case of an upper trian-
gular matrix) by using as the similar transformation the eigenvector common matrix. 
Then, each sequence expressed in the transformed space has a diagonal form 
1 ,
1
,
0
m j l
m
m l f
j
M
− −
−
=
Θ =∏ , where 1, ,,
2, ,
0
0
m i
m i
m i
a
a
⎡ ⎤
Θ = ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
      (22) 
Proposing the common quadratic Lyapunov function as ( ) Ti i iV x x P x= , then from the initial 
state x(ti) to the state x(ti+kh), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), ,TTi i k i m l m l iV x V x x P P x+− = − Θ Θ   (23) 
, and equivalently for the transformed state vector i ix T x= ,  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ), ,TTi i k i m l m l iV x V x x P P x+− = − Θ Θ          (24)  
The ellipsoid norm of each matrix in the set is defined as the smallest scalar value γ for which: 
 Ti iM P M P i kγ≤ ∀ ∈  for some P               (25) 
If P has a diagonal form, then the ellipsoid norm is  
  
( )
( )
2
1, , 1
, , 2
2, , 2
0
0
m l
T
m l m l
m l
a p
P P
a p
γ
γ
γ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠−Θ Θ = ⎢ ⎥
⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥−⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
    (26) 
If the modulus of the eigenvalues is lower than unity, then (26) is always definite positive.  
Without loss of generality, we can consider the identity I as matrix P , then 
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( )
( )
2
1, ,
, , 2
2, ,
0
0
m l
T
m l m l
m l
a
I I
a
γ
γ
γ
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠−Θ Θ = ⎢ ⎥
⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥−⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
     (27) 
Setting ( ) ( ) ( )2 22 2, , 1, , 2, ,max ,m l m l m l m la aγ ρ ρ= Θ = Θ = , i.e. equal the spectral radius (largest 
modulus of matrix eigenvalues), then (27) is semidefinite positive. 
Even more, if 1, , 2, ,m l m la a=  (complex conjugate-eigenvalues or double real eigenvalue), equa-
tion (27) is reduced to equality. In this case we can verify that if ( )2 ,m lγ ρ< Θ , matrix (27) is 
definite negative, if  ( )2 ,m lγ ρ= Θ  is a zero matrix, and if ( )2 ,m lγ ρ> Θ  it is always positive 
definite. So, the selection of ( )2 ,m lγ ρ= Θ divides the region where the Lyapunov function cost 
can be positive or negative.  
We can derive also the equality ( ) ( )2 2, ,m l m lIγ ρ= Θ = Θ  by following the work in [2] for 
symmetric matrices (the diagonal matrix is a particular case of the symmetric one).  
In the case of complexes conjugate-eigenvalues, the matrix P, in the original space, was calcu-
lated explicitly in [8]. I.e., it is 
( )
( )
1 43
2 2
1 4
2
2
2
n n cn c
n nP
n n c
c
n
−⎡ ⎤−
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦
       (29) 
Equivalently, this matrix can be obtained as P=T* P  T (here P =I, and symbol * indicates Her-
mitian transpose), and T is the common transformation which put simultaneously all the matri-
ces into diagonal form T-1 Mi T  and c is a constant.   
It means that all the matrices Mi into the set M satisfy the equality ( ) ( )( )2Ti i iM P M M Pρ= , 
and from (27) all the sequences ( ) ( )( )2, , ,Tm i m i m iP PρΘ Θ = Θ     (29) 
, too. It means that the ellipsoid norm of each matrix Mi (or ,m iΘ ), is ( )i iPM Mγ ρ= =  (or 
( ), ,m l m lPγ ρ= Θ = Θ ).  
From (15) and (28), the spectral radius of each matrix are ρ(M1)2= n1 n4 – n2 n3, ρ(M2)2= e4 (-n4 
e3+ e3 n1+ e4 n3)/ n3 - n2 e32/ n3. 
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In the case of real eigenvalues, ( ) ( ) ( ), , 1, , 2, ,max ,m l m l m l m la aρ ρΘ = Θ = , the matrix (27) is 
semidefinite positive. It means that ( ) ( ) ( )( ) 22 ,1i i k m l iV x V x xρ+− ≤ − Θ  and 
( ) ( ) ( )( )2 ,1 Ti i k m l i iV x V x x Pxρ+− ≤ − Θ       (30) 
, when P=T* T. 
4.2 Cost function 
To evaluate the performance we adopt a discrete-time quadratic cost for a finite horizon k*h. 
So, it measures the cost to go from x(ti) to the state x(ti+k h) for a given sequence (21) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), T Ti i i iJ k seq x t Q x t x t kh Q x t kh= + + +       (31) 
We select Q=P (the cost’s weight matrix is the common Lyapunov matrix). And the sequence 
depends on m. 
 
In the case that all the eigenvalues are complexes conjugate, we can use the equality (29), then 
equation (31) is simplified as 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ),, 1 Tm l i iJ k seq x t P x tγ= + Θ       (32) 
where as we defined before  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 1, 2, 0,
1
2 2 2 2 2
, ,
0
*..*
m l m l m l l
m
CL CL CL CL
m l m l f f f f
j
γ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ
− −
−
=
Θ = Θ = Φ = Φ Φ Φ∏   (33) 
according to the sequence mΘ  defined in (21).  
It means that, according with equation (33), the cost evaluation is reduced to do the product of 
the m spectral radius.  
Then, if we would like to compare the cost for two different sequences, each one characterized 
by a value m1,l1 and m2,l2 from the same initial condition, we must calculate the difference 
between costs (33) 
( ) ( ), 1 , 2J k seq J k seq− = ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1, 1 2, 2 Tm l m l i ix t P x tγ γΘ − Θ    (34) 
As P is definite positive, to decide which is the best sequence (in the sense of lowest cost), we 
must analyze the sign of  
( ) ( )1, 1 2, 2m l m lγ γΘ − Θ         (35) 
Therefore, we must compare the product of spectral radius of each closed-loop matrix in the 
sequences m1 and m2 which is independent of the matrix P and also of the initial condition 
value. We remark that the spectral radius of closed-loop systems is typically used to compare 
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the temporal response of time-invariant systems, but here we establish that it can be used to 
compare the performance of varying systems. 
Example 2 
Let be m1=k, then {f0,1=1, …, fk-1,1=1}, and m2=1 then {f0,1=k} 
Equation (35) becomes ( )( ) ( )2 21 kCL CLkρ ρΦ − Φ      (36) 
If this value is negative it means that, from the same initial condition, the final state will be 
lower (in terms of P norm) for the first sequence than for the second one, or viceversa. So, this 
cost evaluation takes the response time evolution into account.  
Using the values in table 1 and k=5, to compare sequences ( )55,1 1CLΘ = Φ and 1,1 5CLΘ = Φ , then 
( )( ) ( )52 21 5CL CLρ ρΦ − Φ =-0.010142. This leads us to conclude that the former sequence gives 
the lowest cost, independently of the initial condition value.    
 
Example 3 
For the second order system from section 2, we show in Table 1 the values of ,( )m lγ Θ  ob-
tained for different sequences satisfying equation (20), it means only integer solutions of fj are 
considered. As the matrices are commuting pair-wise the cost is the same for commutative se-
quences, for example the final state following the sequence {2,3} is equal to {3,2}, from the 
same initial condition, i.e. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )3 2 2 3* *CL CL CL CLΦ Φ = Φ Φ .  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. ( )mγ Θ  values. To compare cost as function of m. 
Un table I, one can see that the values of ,( )m lγ Θ  are arranged in increasing order when m de-
creases. That is, if m1>m2 then 1mΘ  < 2mΘ , and by using (29) J(k,m1) < J(k,m2), i.e. if we can 
m,l {f0,l,.fm-1,l} ,( )m lγ Θ  
5,1 {1,1,1,1,1} 0.16294 
4,1 {1,1,1,2} 0.16310 
3,1 {1,2,2} 0.16326 
3,2 {1,1,3} 0.16380 
2,1 {2,3} 0.16397 
2,2 {1,4} 0.16593 
1,1 {5} 0.17123 
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execute more instances of a control task we will obtain a lower cost, and a lower value repre-
sents a better control performance. This conclusion is independent of the initial condition value.   
We can also verify that a m-sequence chosen as uniformly as possible, marked in gray color, 
gives always a lower cost than the non-uniform sequence. So, the typical assertion that uniform 
sequence gives lower cost is proved for this example. 
Let us to cosider the solutions of equation (19), where fj,l can assume non integer values,  f0,1= 
f1,1=…= fm-1,1=n, Tbs=12*h and h=0.1, then the cost function is a convex function of the period 
as it is shown in Figure 3. This function can be approximated by a non-linear function 
( )Tbsγ Θ =0.01254+.0004709 n-.00021 n
2+.0003901 n3. 
0.013
0.0135
0.014
0.0145
0.015
0.0155
0.016
1 2 3 4 5 6
fj  
Figure 3: ( )Tbsγ Θ  as function of task period. 
In the case of real eigenvalues, approximation (30) is not always adequate for lowest cost se-
quence determination. In consequence, different cases must be considered.    
As we mentioned before, the use of the transformed space (27) allows the computation of the 
modulus of the eigenvalues of closed-loop systems, and as it has been established in digital 
control theory, there are a relation between eigenvalues and temporal response.  
Consider two diagonal matrices in the transformed space  
1,1,
2, 2,
00
,
0 0
jr
r j
r j
aa
a a
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤
Θ = Θ = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
      (37) 
where the transformed state vector is ( ) ( )( )
1
2
i
i
i
x t
x t
x t
⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦
 
The difference between the cost function for each sequence is 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 2
2 2 1, 1,
2 2
2, 2,
0
0
r jT T T
i r j i i i i i
r j
a a
x x x x x x
a a
⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥Θ − Θ = = ∆⎢ ⎥
−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
  (38) 
Then, we can distinguish two cases:  
a) if 1, 1,r ja a> and 2, 2,j ra a> (or 1, 1,j ra a> and 2, 2,r ra a> ) then, matrix ∆ is defi-
nite positive (or negative), and costs difference is positive (or negative) for all initial 
conditions. This result is translated to the original space by doing 
( ) ( ), 1 , 2J k seq J k seq− = ( ) ( )T Ti ix t T T x t∆  
b) otherwise, the matrix ∆ is indefinite causing that equation (38) depends on the initial 
condition value. We analyse this case in example 4. 
Example 4  
For the same example in section 2, but using a nominal control law which makes that closed-
loop eigenvalues are real ones L1=[-0.025, -0.05], then we can verify that the sequence 
( )55,1 1CLΘ = Φ  has the highest and the lowest eigenvalues respect to 1,1 5CLΘ = Φ  (case b) 
( ( )5,1 {.76135,0.0098}λ Θ = , ( )1,1 {0.7601,-0.36699}λ Θ = ), then the difference between costs 
TT T∆ is illustrated in figure 4 as functions of x1 and x2. This difference assumes negatives val-
ues for most of the initial conditions, but for a small region it is positive.  
 
Figure 4: Cost difference as a function of initial condition.   
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For example, if we calculate this difference from an initial condition that belongs to the positive 
region, then we verify that the best sequence (lowest cost) if obtained to h5. 
It implies that the state vector obtained by applying the best sequence is lower (in the P-norm) 
than the calculated for the other sequence. In consequence, in the each step k*Tbs we can de-
cide which sequence gives the lowest cost, verifying in which region the initial condition is 
included. 
In figure 5 we show the cost evolution for three sequences (period h1, period h5 and varying 
period {h1 or h5} selected according with lowest cost condition). We can observe that this 
minimum cost selection does not fail as the exposed in section 2, because it takes the response 
time of the controlled system into account, by using the eigenvalues which are invariant for 
each closed-loop matrix in the set.    
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
Θ(h1)
Θ(h5)
Θ(seq)
 
Figure 5: Cost evolution for three sequences. 
 
5 - CONCLUSIONS 
Rate adaptation of task execution is typically used in order to optimize allocation and through-
put of shared resources in embedded systems.  
In order to find the control law parameters adapted to rate variation, a LQ approach has been 
considered in several papers. But, the use of this method can gives a non-stable solution as it 
has been noted in [15], or as we illustrated in the example 1, for a stable solution, the LQ cost 
function may provoke a non-optimal selection of the task period, because it depends on the 
chosen time horizon.    
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In this article, an alternative approach to solve the adaptation problem, based on a Lie-algebraic 
approach, has also been presented based in [7]. It provides, for second order systems, an exact 
explicit solution to controller parameter adaptation. According with this design, the use of a 
quadratic Lyapunov function common to all closed-loop matrices (each one corresponds to a 
task period), allows the simplification of the cost function evaluation.  
In the complex-conjugate closed-loop eigenvalues case, it remains to compare the product of 
spectral radius of each closed-loop matrix, i.e. for each possible sequence, which is independent 
of the matrix P and also of the initial condition value. Otherwise, the sequence eigenvalues can 
be used to determinate the cost associated with both, the sequence and the initial condition of 
the vector state.        
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